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Excursions
Phillippi Estate

Dali Museum
Ringling Ca d’Zan
Elk’s Lodge
Snook Haven
Lido Kayaking
Asolo Theater
Comedy Club

OLLI Learning
Ed Smith Stadium

Catch of
the Day!
New resident and avid
fisherman, Mike Delaney,
suggested this excursion.
A group of residents, along
with staff, ventured to Venice
pier on a beautiful, clear day
as the tide was approaching.
Geared with fishing poles,
hooks, weights, sunscreen
and water, the caravan made
its way to the end of the pier,
joining other eager
fishermen. With water cooler
and bait bucket filled, we
began our adventure,
assisted by employee, JB, for
the elusive BIG ONE!

Mike Delaney holding out his catch to make
it look bigger.
Within minutes, every resident was successful in
catching a catfish near the
pilings. Other Sarasota residents caught whiting, lady
fish, and more!

Myakka River

Shopping
Publix
Target

We even watched a sea
turtle swim by, and a few
dolphins frolic in the shallows. The trip was perfect,
except we didn’t catch a
keeper.

UTC Mall

Steinmart

Next time we will explore
seawall spots near Lido and
Siesta Key. We may even
charter a boat for Sarasota
Bay area fishing one day!
This was Peter Bayer’s third catch!

Trading Snowflakes
for Seashells
Jean Delaney and her husband, from upstate
New York, wintered in Sarasota for the last 23
years. Collecting shells in Florida was a favorite pastime. Jean had thousands of shells! They were even organized in
boxes by color, shape, and size; which is perfect for crafting. When they
decided to move to Aravilla, Jean donated the beautiful specimens; including sand dollars, starfish, and shark’s teeth, to the Aravilla Life Enrichment
Department.
Of course, we had to put them to use in a craft right away! Residents sifted
through hundreds of shells, finding the right color and shape to piece together, covering their wooden initial or picture frame like a mosaic sculpture. As the women touched and glued the shells, they reminisced about
times at the beach with family. It was a good time and friendships were
made over laughter and art.
If you are interested in crafting with sea shells, please see April or Peggy
for supplies. We will be using shells again in various art projects.

Jean holds her “shelly” initial

Aravilla Ambassadors
Moving into a new home can be exciting, and overwhelming. Aravilla has a Welcoming Committee dedicated to greeting newcomers upon their arrival. Meet our ambassadors: Bev and Barbara. There are
many things a new resident needs to learn during the first few days. For instance, did you know you must
inform someone at the front desk when
you are going to use the pool? This is a
safety protocol.
Also, with map in hand, an ambassador
shows the resident around the first few
days and personally invites them to an activity. Bev and Barbara graciously review
dining times and options, even eating with
them until they feel comfortable. An ambassador makes introductions and reminds
a newcomer of certain services. If this is
your calling, please let us know! We sure
could use a few more friendly faces.
Beverly Warshaw

Barbara Mann

